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Ahstr~rcf: Let IC+ be a smooth I -parameter family of elliptic self-adjoint partial differential operators on u 
compact tnonifoid without boundary. We use G&ding‘s inequality to give a simple proot’that he kth eigenvalue 
of I), is continuous in I. 
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iclS c~/nss$cation: 58G25. 
Let (M. g) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension tn without boundary and let 
( V, h) be a unitary vector bundle over M. Let L’ = L’(M, ,g, V, h) be the Hilbert space 
completion of Coo( V). Ford > 0, let YD[t = Dd(M. g, V, h) be the space of self-adjoint elliptic 
non-negative partial differential operators of order d on CX( VI. Let {&, &.) be a discrete 
spectral resolution of D E ‘Dd(M, g, V, h); {&} for #k E C”(V) is a complete orthonormal 
basis for L” with D#i: = ~~~~; see, for example, [5]. Order the eigenva~ues so 0 < hi < . I . :S 
E.i < ...* Then for large II we have the Weyl estimate: h,, - Cnn’!L’. The following is the main 
result of this short note: 
Remark 2. Let A,,(g) = Sd + da be the Laplacian on the space of smooth p forms. We apply 
Theorem 1 to see that hk (A,,(g)) is a continuous function of the metric g; in this example, both 
the Riemannian metric g on M and the fiber metric on the bundle V = A~(~~ are varying: see 
(Jraioveanu and Puta [3] for another proof that hk (A,,(g)) is a continuous function of g. The & 
:tre not smooth in t and the #k are not continuous in t for general deformations. 
Theorem I is, of course, not new; see for example [ I, 2.4,7,8,9, lo]. Our proof uses a 
generalization of the Rayleigh-Ritz quotient; the only non-trivial fact that is used is G&ding’s 
inequ~~lity. The proofs in the works cited above involve a fair amount of either function~~l 
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analysis or differential geometry, it seemed worthwhile giving a simple argument; Theorem 1 
plays a crucial role in the study of quantum mechanics using perturbation theory and in many 
other arguments in mathematical physics. 
We begin the proof of Theorem 1 by noting that it is possible to restrict to variations in 
which g and h are fixed. Let du(g) be the Riemannian measure. Choose ar and A, so that 
du(g,) = ac, du(ga) and h,(u, V) = ho(A,u, u). Let c,r := a~‘2Af’2D,A~“2a~“2. Then 0, 
is self-adjoint on L*(M, go, V, ho). Since conjugation does not change the eigenvalues, by 
replacing D, by fir, we may suppose that g and h are constant. 
Let Ipk be the set of k dimensional subspaces n = Span($r , . . . , ek) c L* where 
the @; E C”(V) form an orthonormal set. Let pn be orthogonal projection in L*(V) on in. 
Then Tr(p,D) = c;(DlcIi, @i)Lz is independent of the particular basis chosen for n. Let 
A,(D) = hl (D) f.. ’ + hk(D). 
Lemma 3. If D E !Dd, then Ak(D) = infrey, Tr(p, 0). 
Proof. We take $i = 4; to see that the value Ak( D) can be attained. Thus it suffices to estabish 
the inequality &(D) 6 Tr(p, D) for all n E Ip/;. We use the Rayleigh-Ritz quotient. Suppose 
first that k = 1 and let r = Span{$r}. Expand $1 = xi ci@i. Then (D$l, $1) = xi IcJ*hi 3 
ci Ic;l’h.l = /$I 1t2hl = hl. Note that if c; = 0 for i c k, that hr can be replaced by hk 
in this inequality. We now use induction and let Lk := Spania,{&] c L’ for k 3 2. Since 
Lk has codimension k - I in L’ and since dim n = k, dim Lk n n 2 1. Thus we can find 
a unit vector & E C”(V) n Lk n 37. Since 7/fk E Lk, (DJ&. $fk)L’ 3 hk as noted above. Let 
it = {$ E n : $ _L $rk}. Let +I, . . . , @x-, be an orthonormal basis for 5. By induction 
Ct<i<x(D@i, $)LZ 3 A,-,(D). 0 
Remark 4. We refer to Girardeau et al [6] for a slightly different proof of Lemma 3. They used 
this result to find upper and lower bounds for time-dependent ensemble averages of observables 
of driven quantum systems in mixed states. The kinematical bounds for dynamical systems 
derived were applied to the hydrogen floride molecule. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let t range over a compact subset K of Iw and let ](I be the Sobolev norm. 
By Garding’s inequality, there exists C > 0 so ]@]i < C(lD& + @I$ for all 4 E COD and for 
all t E K; we refer to [5] for details. Let Id.0 be the associated operator norm. Given t > 0, there 
exists 6 > 0 so that if It - s] < 6, then (D, - Dsllf.~ -c t. Let It - s < 6 and let I,/? E C”(V). 
Then 
We take ei = &(s) and apply Lemma 3 and this inequality to see that 
A compactness argument now shows Ak(Dr) is uniformly bounded for t E K. We may now 
conclude that Ak( Dr) is continuous in t. 0 
Concluding remarks. This argument extends without change to the context of pseudo- 
differential operators. We may also consider the class of manifolds with boundary if we impose 
suitable boundary conditions. By replacing D by D' and by shifting the spectrum slightly to 
ensure the negative and positive eigenvalues are distinct, we can drop the hypothesis that D is 
non-negative. 
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